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2.1 Product
Responsibility
Obtained

222

Cumulative R&D
investment

510

patent
authorizations

Approximately

100%

11.52

million
RMB

million NPS triggers

main business income from
the sales of e-vapors and related
accessories

Assisted the police in seizing approximately
Appendices

798,000

counterfeits and knockoffs

RELX has established a supply chain and quality
management system with intensive
management and control to provide high-quality
products. In terms of chemicals, we have set up a
RELX Physiochemistry Lab to strictly control the
chemical composition of e-liquids and aerosols
and the potentially harmful emissions. Moreover,
we are establishing a complete scientific chain
from microscopic to macroscopic, from
chemistry to biology and social science research,
to demonstrate product safety and explore the
possibility of further harm reduction. We
continuously improve our customer service
management and systems, patiently listen to and
respond to customers’ opinions and suggestions.
We also improve customer service staff’s
capability and performance to provide customers
with the best experience.
Real Shot
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We strictly abide by the Regulation on the
Implementation of the Law of the People’s
Republic of China on Tobacco Monopoly
and the Management Measures for
E-Cigarettes (effective from May 1, 2022)
and insist on prioritizing quality. We
continuously improve our product quality
standard system, strengthen quality control
throughout the lifecycle, and strictly control
every checkpoint of production. Moreover,
we continuously integrate user demands
into the product design scheme by
analyzing users’ NPS feedback. On the
other hand, in the face of an endless
stream of counterfeits and knockoffs on
the market, we launched the Golden
Shield Program, using big data to assist the
police in detecting dozens of counterfeit
production and sale cases, resolutely
safeguarding the rights and interests of
consumers.
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Lifecycle
Product Quality
Assurance
We strictly abide by the Product
Quality Law of the People’s Republic
of China and the Management
Measures for E-Cigarettes (effective
from May 1, 2022). We have
formulated and released the
Management Regulations for Product
Quality Planning, the Management
Regulations for Factory Quality
Monitoring, the Handling Process for
Production Anomaly, and the Product
Recall Procedure, and established a
whole-process management chain
covering product raw material control,
product design, product quality
inspection, and product after-sales
assurance, to ensure product quality
and safety in an all-round way.
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RELX Lifecycle Product Quality Assurance

Raw Material
Control

We regularly audit suppliers to promote their
continuous improvement of quality management
and processes. We control the quality and compliance
of materials to ensure the quality of components.

Product Design

We continuously follow the development and testing
of new products to ensure the on-time delivery of
quality products.

Total Quality
Management

We practice the total quality management model. We
have taken measures in risk prevention, effective
interception and monitoring, continuous optimization
of standardization systems, and digital advancement.
With these measures, we transform our quality
management thinking, enhance our quality
management and control awareness, and improve
our quality management and control capabilities.

Product Quality
Inspection

We conduct quality inspection processes on 100% of
incoming materials from the factory and continue to
improve our quality control capabilities. We trace
100% of the quality problems to the source and form
improvement plans.

Product
After-Sales
Assurance

We follow up on major after-sales quality anomalies as
soon as possible, conduct regular store visits, collect
market feedback, monitor after-sales quality data, and
analyze and improve customer returns.
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We constantly work to certify management
systems and product certificates concerning
third-party quality and food safety standards,
including the ISO9001 quality management
system and the GMP (Good Manufacturing
Practice). As of December 31, 2021, RELX
subsidiaries Shenzhen Wuxin Technology Co., Ltd.
(the laboratory) had passed the ISO 9001
certification, Shenzhen Fangxin Technology Co.,
Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “Fangxin
Technology”) had passed the ISO9001 and GMP
certifications.

We have formulated the Quality Code of
Conduct, requiring the Company and our
partners to ensure that products meet relevant
quality standards and continuously improve
product quality. We also integrate customer
demands into our continuous product
optimization plans. We insist on quality first. We
always prioritize product quality when product
quality conflicts with other processes. We insist
on the independence of executing quality
decisions; that is, no stakeholders influence the
resolution of quality issues. The Quality
Department has one-vote veto power over all
decisions concerning product quality.

2

Core Issues

In 2021, as the Company’s business volume grew
rapidly, we built a standardized online quality
management platform. The platform integrates the
business and data information flow of various
internal and external systems and realizes the
systematic management of suppliers, incoming
materials, production, and after-sales services,
significantly improving our work efficiency and
quality.
We conduct strict sampling inspections and
screening for products ready for the market every
month. Any unqualified parts with quality or safety
hazards will be returned to the factory for
processing, according to the Handling Procedure for
Unqualified Products. In 2021, the Company made
more than 29,000 product inspections, inspecting
more than 1.83 million samples for product quality,
with an average pass rate of 99.9%.No recall
incidents have occurred due to product safety or
health risks.

3
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Fangxin Technology’s
GMP certification

Fangxin Technology’s
ISO9001:2015 certification
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The Shenzhen Wuxin laboratory’s
ISO9001:2015 certification
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We evaluate and understand user
experience and demands with the Net
Promoter Score (NPS) system. We earnestly
analyze the problems reflected in the NPS
data. Moreover, according to the NPS
results, we set performance appraisal
targets for relevant business departments
and urge them to improve product and
service quality based on user feedback. In
2021, RELX had 11.52 million NPS triggers.
We distribute NPS questionnaires
according to customers’ purchase records.
The NPS questionnaire has 13 dimensions
with sub-items, including vaping
experience, product and cost-effectiveness.
We perform special optimization for major
problems reflected in the NPS of different
RELX product lines.
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Product

RELX Infinity（RELX无限）

RELX Stellar（RELX星河革调）

approx. 40%

approx. 40%

NPS
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RELX launched the Golden Shield Program in 2019,
using big data technology to assist law enforcement
agencies in cracking down on counterfeit hideouts and
online and offline counterfeit sales channels to
safeguard consumers’ legitimate rights and interests.
We use Internet technologies such as data capture,
cross-analysis, intelligent tracking, and product reverse
analysis to capture counterfeits and infringing products
from major e-commerce platforms. We compare
counterfeits and infringing products in our channel
sales network to track down the source and submit
these leads to law enforcement agencies to aid in their
anti-counterfeiting efforts both online and offline.
Moreover, we have launched various online and offline
campaigns to popularize the harm of counterfeits and
knockoffs and how to identify them to protect
consumers’ rights and interests. In 2021, the RELX’s
Golden Shield Program assisted the police in 43
anti-counterfeiting cases and seized approximately
798,000 counterfeits and knockoffs.

3

In November 2019, RELX closed all online sales
channels in accordance to the Notice on Further
Protecting Minors from E-Cigarettes. In 2021,
RELX launched a special operation against the
online sales activities on WeChat Platform to
further crackdown on illegal sales. We openly
collect leads from the public and developed a
reporting portal on RELX Partner, a mobile APP
for RELX storekeepers, to widely accept illegal
online sales leads. In addition, the Customer Care
Team and the Sales Compliance Team jointly
established an Online Sales Crackdown Team.
The team was dedicated to collating and
investigating reported clues, penalizing involved
retailers, and reporting unauthorized sales
accounts to tackle online sales. RELX collected
and reported a total of 2,402 WeChat accounts
suspected of illegally online sales. As a result, a
total of 2,147 accounts were penalized by the
WeChat platform, including permanent account
suspension, disabling the contact functions, and
disabling the WeChat Moments function.
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The WeChat business reporting function on
the RELX Partner APP
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